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Opinion: Anti-Profiteering in GST
law to prevent undue profit to
industry
While every business would like to earn more and more profits from business, given
an opportunity, it is a fact that GST is a new concept being introduced in India for
the first time and is claimed as a major tax reform.
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By Dr Sanjiv Agarwal

The GST law contains a unique provision on anti-

profiteering measure as a deterrent for trade and industry

to enjoy unjust enrichment in terms of profit arising out of

implementation of Goods and Services Tax in India. That is

the anti-profiteering measure would obligate businesses to

pass on the cost benefit arising out of GST implementation

to their customers.

Objective of Anti-Profiteering Measure

Section 171 provides that it is mandatory to pass on the

benefit due to reduction in rate of tax or from input tax

credit to the consumer by way of commensurate reduction

in prices.

Section 171 provides that it is mandatory to pass on the benefit due to reduction in rate of tax or from input tax
credit to the consumer by way of commensurate reduction in prices.
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Concept of anti-profiteering measure

This is a new concept being tried out for the first time. The

intention is to make it sure that whatever tax benefits are

allowed, the benefit of that reaches the ultimate customers

and is not pocketed by trade.

While every business would like to earn more and more

profits from business, given an opportunity, it is a fact that

GST is a new concept being introduced in India for the first

time and is claimed as a major tax reform.

That experience suggests that GST may bring in general

inflation in the introductory phase. The Government wants

that GST should not lead to general inflation and for this, it

becomes necessary to ensure that benefits arising out of

GST implementation be transferred to customers so that it

may not lead to inflation.

For this, anti-profiteering measures will help check price

rise and also put a legal obligation on businesses to pass

on the benefit. This will also help in instilling confidence in

citizens.

Global experience suggests that anti-profiteering provisions

are only effective if there is a significant lead-in time to

allow the relevant authority to educate consumers and

businesses as to their respective rights and obligations. The

concept of anti- profiteering provision has been perhaps

borrowed from Australia which was the first country to

enact similar provisions when it replaced a series of

inefficient taxes with a GST in July, 2000.

The power has been given to Central Government to

constitute an authority to oversee whether the

commensurate benefit of allowance of input tax credit or

reduction in the tax rates have been passed on to the final

customer.

Sub- section (2) of section 171 of the Act provides for
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establishment of an authority for an anti-profiteering clause

in order to ensure that business passes on the benefit of

reduced tax incidence on goods or services or both to the

consumers.

The authority constituted by the Central Government will

have the power to impose a penalty in case it finds that the

price being charged has not been reduced consequent to

reduction in rate of tax or allowance of input tax

Also Read: Indias-gst-is-it-a-modified-value-added-tax

Highlights of Anti – Profiteering Measure (Section 171)

• To be administered by Central Government

• By new authority

• Commensurate reduction in prices

 Due to Input Tax Credit

 Due to reduction in cost

• May impose penalty for not passing benefit to customers

• Penalties to be prescribed

Authority for checking Anti-Profiteering activities

The Government has notified the anti-profiteering authority

(APA) which will check any undue increase in prices of

products of companies under GST. The APA will work to

check any undue increase in prices of products by

taxpayer companies under the GST regime.

It will work in a three-tier structure- a Standing Committee

on anti-profiteering as well as State-level Screening

Committees. The National Anti-Profiteering Authority would

consist of five members, including a Chairman.

Salient features of Anti-Profiteering Authority (APA)

• To be set up under Anti-Profiteering Rules, 2017

• Does not cover State of J&K

• Director General of Safeguards

• To determine methodology and procedure

• Cooperation with other agencies (income tax, police,

http://auto.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/industry/indias-gst-is-it-a-modified-value-added-tax/59296289
http://auto.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/passing+benefit
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revenue and intelligence)

• Power to summon

• Order monitoring by IGST / SGST / CGST authority

• Tenure of 2 years.

•

Functions of Authority

The Authority under section 171 shall have the following

monitoring functions:

(a) Input tax credit availed by taxpayer have actually

resulted in commensurate reduction in price of goods /

services

(b) The reduction in prices on account of reduction in tax

rates have actually resulted in a commensurate reduction in

price of goods / services.

Duties and Powers of APA

As per Rule 8, APA shall be duty bound to:

• determine whether any reduction in rate of tax on any

supply of goods or services or the benefit of the input tax

credit has been passed on to the recipient by way of

commensurate reduction in prices.

• identify the registered person who has not passed on the

benefit of reduction in rate of tax on supply of goods or

services or the benefit of input tax credit to the recipient by

way of commensurate reduction in prices.

The power to take action are also listed as duties whereby it

can order price reduction, refund of profit, recovery,

penalty or even cancellation of GST registration.

The orders passed by the APA shall follow the principles of

natural justice and as such, opportunity of being heard shall

be provided. The rules are silent on further appeal against

orders of APA. Nor does it stipulate that such orders shall

be final. It provides that orders passed by APA have to be

complied with immediately by the registered person.

Orders issued by APA
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• Within 3 months of report of DGS

• Opportunity of being heard

• By majority in case of difference of opinion

• Compliance by registered person immediately

• No clarity on whether order appealable or not

Power to cancel Registration of Assessee

Anti-Profiteering Authority (APA) shall act as a monitoring

and regulatory authority to curb anti-profiteering practices

of tax payers under GST regime. The APA shall be duty

bound to:

• Make company reduce the prices

• Make company refund the money to the consumer along

with interest @ 18% per annum

• Order company to deposit the refund amount in the

Consumer Welfare Fund (in case the buyer is not

identifiable)

• Impose monetary penalty equivalent to amount involved in

undue profiteering

• Cancel registration of the assessee

However, such action would be based on the

recommendations of the Directorate General of

Safeguards. Also such powers would be used in extreme

cases.

The power to deregister or cancel the registration, if

invoked frequently and too lightly may hamper business

environment and instill fear and distrust amongst taxpayers.

The power to levy penalty may be justified but taking away

the right to do business may be too harsh and even

unconstitutional. There could also be disputes on undue

profiteering that may not actually be so as there would be

other costs / overheads which may set off the profit, if any,

accruing from GST efficiency. It will also add to disputes

and litigation.

In fact, instead of having the power to cancel registration
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(which tantamounts to taking away the right to do business

itself as registration is mandatory), it could have been better

if a cost audit is directed in such cases and then an

appropriate action taken, if needed, on a case to case

basis.

Indirectly, it may imply that Government will now decide or

dictate the businessmen on how to do business or what

gross profit ratio they should have or maintain.

This will also question the business acumen of enterprises

and entrepreneurs. In fact, one of the penal actions which

could be thought of is to substantially down grade the GST

compliance rating in such cases.

Why Companies are fretting against Anti-profiteering

law

• No clear cut mechanism for determining anti-profiteering

• Rules only outline the procedure to be followed for

investigation and enquiry

• Discretionary powers to bureaucracy to arrive at

commensurate reduction under the Central GST Act

• Vulnerable to legal challenge questioning 'excessive

delegation' by Parliament

• No clarity on whether de-registered firms can re-

commence business

Anti-Profiteering Rules

The GST Council in its meeting on 18th June, 2017

approved and the Government has released the Anti-

Profiteering Rules, 2017 which extend to the whole of India

except to the State of Jammu and Kashmir.

Time period of Provision

Section 17 on anti-profiteering shall have a sunset clause.

The rules framed for anti-profiteering as approved by the

GST Council indicate that it would operate for a period of

only two years. Thus, it would lease to exist after two years

of being in force.
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Impact on Automobile Sector

While anti-profiteering measures shall generally apply to all

manufacturers of goods, dealers and service providers, it is

going to impact high value goods and services where

change would be more visible.

For example, in case of automobiles where price ranges

from Rs 40,000 and above (for 2 wheelers) and Rs 3 lakh

onwards in case of cars and other vehicles, even a benefit

of, say 5 percent, would mean a big relief to the customers.

Manufacturers of vehicles are likely to benefit from reduced

cost of production arising from lower cost of inputs and

input tax credit on capital goods, inputs and input services.

Though tax rate on services in general goes up from 15% to

18%, the availability of almost full input credit to

manufacturers may set off this increase of 3 percent. On

certain services, rate of tax has come down to 12% from

15%.

Due to lower cost of production of various spare parts /

ancillary units, the suppliers would be able to leverage on

lower costs by way of renegotiations.

Logistics management would also become efficient and

help automobile manufacturers and dealers are also likely

to benefit from merger of all taxes in GST and set off being

allowed in GST regime.

The final word

Penalties, to be deterrent will also have to be determined in

the interest of customers as well as businesses. It will also

have to be ensured that there is no hardship, harassment or

undue interference by the Authority.

At the same time, businesses are expected to be fair and

reasonable as otherwise, market forces would lead to fair
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price determination in the absence of any cartelization or

unfair trade practice.

It may be noted that the anti-profiteering measure in GST

law is meant to be a deterrent and is an enabling clause so

that reduction in tax incidence due to the GST is passed on

to the consumers.

This is a contentious provision which should be triggered

only if there is a credible complaint. Both, the centre and

states in due course, shall prescribe the procedure for filing

the complaints where the complainant’s facts reveal that the

benefit of tax cut has not been passed on to him besides

the quantum of penalty to be imposed.

There are many aspects that are currently open ended. An

authority is to be empowered to examine this. The finer

rules and regulations and penalties are not yet known. The

yardstick that would be deployed for such measurement

also needs to be spelt out.

To conclude, it can be said that the anti- profiteering

provision should be enforced in a rare case as an

exception, rather than as a rule and should not become a

hindrance in the free business environment and as a tool to

invite corruption.

Anti- profiteering must equally apply to the exchequer as

GST should also not result in undue tax collection (i.e.,

extraordinary tax revenue growth) which is much above the

GDP growth itself.

Can this be thought of and explored! Let there be a level

playing field for everyone-the tax collector and tax payer.

The tax paid is also a cost to be recovered from the

customer as after all, it is an indirect tax.

(The author is a Fellow Member of the Institute of

Chartered Accountants of India, specializes in Service

Tax, Goods & Service Tax advisory & implementation
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